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USU/SA approves Artoberfest funding
4By Manda Perkins

in a public forum. Created
by Wright and Craig Jessop,
dean of the Caine College of
the Arts, funding for this
event would be in addition
to donations made by the
dean himself, USU Dining
Services, CCA Production
Services and from the college
senator’s budget.
The event will be held Sept.
27 and is open to all members of the university and the
public. With a valid student

ID, Utah State University
students will receive a free
bratwurst and a cup of applebeer. Members of the public
can purchase bratwurst for
$2 each and also receive a free
cup of applebeer.
“The main purpose behind
this is to draw people from
campus and the community
up to see the artists of the
Caine College of the Arts,”
Wright said.
The bill states that over

$5,000 in food, beverages,
materials and time have been
donated. The awarded $2,500
would cover the costs of
bratwurst, tables and chairs,
the musician stage and technical support for that stage
and the cost of advertising in
the community. According to
Wright’s proposed bill, the
total cost of Artoberfest is
about $7,000 including all
donated goods.
Wright said $3,000 in

“We want to show that study
abroad is something that’s affordable and an excellent opportunity for our students,” Forsyth said.
“These are ways to get outside
of your comfort zone and really
learn about the world.”
Forsyth said every student at
the university can find a program
to fit their specific needs and
wants.
“You don’t need to know a language to study abroad, but there
are opportunities to acquire languages, if you want to,” Forsyth
said. “There are programs for
married or single people. You can
study as an individual or with a
group.”
USU offers trips for a year,
semester, summer or spring

break. These programs offer
unique experiences with USU
faculty, opportunities to travel
to new places and an education
that isn’t available in standard
classrooms.
Some trips are promoted by
specific colleges at USU. The
College of Humanities and Social
Sciences will go to Italy, England
and Scotland in July 2015. And
the Natural Resources department will take students to Puerto
Rico this summer.
Steve Hawks, a professor of
health education promotion, said
the newest program at USU is
provided by the global health
class. This summer they will travel to Thailand to study nutrition.
The Jon M. Huntsman School
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of Business holds trips over the
summer to Asia, Eastern Europe
and South America. They also
offer spring break trips and
semester exchanges.
Liz Allred, the program director for global enrichment, said
there are many scholarships
available for these trips.
“If you are a business major
there over 30 scholarships
offered for our study abroad
trips,” Allred said.
But scholarships aren’t just
available to business majors. KC
Sorensen of the Office of Global
Engagement said there are many
scholarships available to students of every major and interest.
“Don’t let any fees get in your
way,” Sorensen said. “There are
lots of ways to get funding for
these trips.”
Financial aid and scholarships
are available for students who are
interested in the study abroad
experience.
Academic trips weren’t the
only ones highlighted at the fair.
It also featured booths from the
Peace Corps, service trips and
travel agents.
Rick Humphreys, an accountant in the USU card office, was
also at the fair to tell students
how they can get their passports
on campus.
“The card office is now able
to provide passports for students,” Humphreys said. “Make
an appointment and come see us
when you need a passport.”
Marci Falvey, a member of the
Office of Global Engagement,
encourages students to try study
abroad.
“Become a global Aggie,”
Falvey said.

THE ANNUAL STUDY ABROAD FAIR took place on Wednesday in the Taggart Student
Center International Lounge. 150 programs from 50 different countries were represented.

— wheatie_7@yahoo.com

assistant news editor

The Executive Council
voted unanimously Tuesday
night to give Caine College
of the Arts Senator Samuel
Wright $2,500 in capitol and
support funding to partially
cover the cost of Artoberfest.
Wright said Artoberfest is a
new event designed to provide
an environment where students can sell their art work

bratwurst has been purchased from dining services.
At $2.50 per item, 1,200
bratwurst would be available
for students and the public.
All members of the
Executive Council were in
favor of granting the funds
for the event, several giving positive comments and
encouragement.
USUSA Public Relations
and Marketing Director
Whitney Fletcher, who serves

on the Capitol and Support
subcommittee, said the
committee was pleased that
Wright had found additional
sources of funding to put on
the event.
“It’s a great way to get people involved with the Caine
College, so we’re all really
impressed.”

— manda.perkins@hotmail.com
Twitter: @perkins_manda

Utah State ventures abroad
4By Rebecca Wheatley
staff writer

The Utah State University
Office of Global Engagement
held its annual Study Abroad Fair
Wednesday in the International
Lounge of the Taggart Student
Center.
The fair highlighted study
abroad programs to over 150 universities in 50 countries, including China, Thailand, Italy and
Puerto Rico.
Kay Forsyth, the program
director for the university’s study
abroad office, said the purpose of
the fair was to increase exposure
for the international programs
offered to USU students for university credit.

Researchers bringing in funding
4By Jeffrey Dahdah
news editor

Editor’s note: This is the second
in a two-part series about the
university’s research funding and
some of its research programs.
Utah State University
announced Sept. 2 that it
brought in a school record of
$220 million for research funding in the 2014 fiscal year.
One of these projects includes
the work of Michelle Baker, an
adjunct professor at USU, with
iUtah establishing a network to
examine Utah’s water systems.
“The overall goal of iUtah is
to build research capacity to
inf luence understanding of
water sustainability in Utah

and our region more generally,”
Baker said.
Her research has expanded
out of Cache Valley and across
the state.
“We built an environmental
observatory which is basically
a set of networked instruments
in the Wasatch Front to understand what happens to water as
it goes from the mountains in
to our cities,” Baker said. “The
instruments are installed in the
Logan River, Red Butte Creek
and Little Provo River and we
chose those watersheds because
they kind of represent different
stages of urban development.”
In addition to bringing in
funding for her project, adding to the record total, Baker
has put together a collaboration

with other universities in the
state.
“Graduate students are
training by faculty from USU
and BYU and the University of
Utah,” Baker said. “So we’re trying to build a community of
scholars that can work together
rather than competing against
each other.”
The expansive project also
offers practical and beneficial
training and education to students on numerous levels.
“A big part of it is education,”
Baker said. “We have education
programs that go from middle
school and high school teachers
through high school students,
undergraduate researchers and
graduate students and postgrad students.”

USU professor Ann Austin’s
research has also had an impact,
not just in Logan, but across the
state. In fact, her research led to
the establishment of the Office
of Child Care in Utah.
Austin has worked with the
university for over 30 years. She
worked with lawmakers and
faith leaders to bring the Office
of Child Care to Utah 20 years
ago. Today there are child care
offices across the state.
“Our Care about Child Care
office up here actually leads the
state in a number of things,”
Austin said. “One is that we
have the child care professional
development institute, which
pulls in more than a million

jSee FUNDING, Page 2

Correction
In the story “Help available for student
parents,” which ran Tuesday, Sept. 16, the
Delores Dore Eccles Center for Early Care
and Education was wrongly referred to as the
Edith Bowen Laboratory School, which serves
a separate purpose on campus. In addition,
the correct contact information for the
CCAMPIS evening care program is ccampischildcare@gmail.com. The photo caption
stated that the Celebration of Children and
Families was Sept. 6. The event was held
Sept. 4.

CampusNews
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Nation & World

In brief
Scotland independence
up to a vote
Mass rallies were held throughout Scotland
Wednesday on the last day of campaigning for
or against the country’s split from the United
Kingdom. The final vote will be held on Thursday.
The latest poll published Tuesday by Ipsos-MORI
said 49 percent of respondents do not support the
notion of independence, 57 percent do not support
and five percent responded “Do not know.”
To view final results of the vote, go to www.scotlanddecides.com.

NFL Domestic Abuse case
Greg Hardy of the Carolina Panthers, who was
granted new trial after his domestic abuse conviction in May, has taken voluntary leave with pay. The
NFL announced this decision Wednesday, stating
Hardy can return once his legal matters have been
sorted out.
As reported by CNN Hardy, who plays defensive
end for the Panthers, appealed the guilty verdict of
his last trial. He has been granted a jury trial to take
place in November.
Authorities say Hardy choked his then-girlfriend
in May, throwing her around and dragging her by
her hair. He was sentenced to 18 months of probation and a 60-day suspended sentence for misdemeanors in July.

No ground troops to be
fighting ISIS, Obama says
President Barack Obama insisted again on
Wednesday that the U.S. will not return ground
troops to Iraq.
Speaking at U.S. Central Command in Florida,
Obama said ground troops will not have a combat
mission against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria.
“After a decade of massive ground deployments,
it is more effective to use our unique capabilities
in support of partners on the ground so they can
secure their own countries’ futures,” he said, as
reported by CNN. “And that’s the only solution that
will succeed over the long term.”
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry held Obama’s
position, speaking to the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. Kerry said a number of other countries
have agreed to join the fight against the militants.

Virus to infect more states
The Enterovirus D68 has infected individuals in 17
states, according to the Center for Disease Control
and Prevention. In a statement on Wednesday, the
CDC said the virus is anticipated to spread to other
states in the coming weeks.
The CDC also confirmed 140 cases of respiratory
illness caused by the virus. Although most people
recover quickly from these viruses, the Enterovirus
D68 worsens symptoms of respiratory problems in
children who already have asthma.
The CDC is prompting parents to be on the lookout
for symptoms of the virus, which are common cold
symptoms as well as rash or fever and difficulty
breathing. Children with a history of respiratory
problems are most susceptible to severe symptoms.

4Compiled

from staff and media
reports

The policy of The Utah Statesman is to correct
any error made as soon as possible. If you find
something you would like clarified or find in error,
please contact the editor at 797-1742, statesman@
aggiemail.usu.edu or come in to TSC 311.
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Names Change
4By Christopher Campbell
senior writer

Students who come to the U.S.
from Southeast Asian countries
often bear a different name than
they do in their home country.
However the decision to adopt an
American name is their own.
While mingling with students who are part of Utah
State University’s Asian Student
Association, Amber Lam, a junior
majoring in international studies who serves as vice president
of the organization, noticed a lot
of people from Asia introduce
themselves with English names
they were not born with. The students may do this for a variety of
reasons, but it is ultimately their
choice.
Annie Su, a junior from Taiwan
who is majoring in family consumer and human development, said she uses her English
name because it is difficult for
Americans to remember her
Chinese one.
“If I introduce myself, I will
just say ‘Hello, I’m Annie Su’ or
something like that, but I will say
‘My Chinese name is Kuan Ting
Su,’” Su said. “I will just bring up.
I will say ‘You guys can just call me
Annie.’”
Lam said one reason she thinks
Asian students adopt English
names is to make things easier for
Westerners.
“When you go buy coffee at the
quad side cafe they often ask for a
name to put on your coffee cup,”
Lam wrote. “I bet that most of the

time, those foreign students tell because you guys have a hard time
them a name that’s easier for the pronouncing our names.”
Su said she prefers to be called
workers.”
Robert Llewellyn, the interna- by her English name, but her real
tional student and immigration name is used for official docuadvisor at USU, said the university ments.
“Some professors, they will,
does not have a policy which says
Asian students have to choose an in the first class, tell all the stuEnglish name. He said the Asian dents ‘You can write down any
name you prefer
students
to me to use in
he knows
Yuzhen Luo
this class,’ and
who have
Junior
yeah, I write
done this
down Annie,”
had already
I’m glad of my
Su said. “It’s my
chosen their
choice, but like
English
name. I don’t need
on Canvas or on
names before
everything, my
meeting
to change my idenname is Kuan
them, and
tity or my name
Ting Su.”
they are not
Luo said he
on any offiso that I can be
decided to keep
cial docuhis name —
ments.
myself out there.
despite having
“We don’t
to constantly
really say
correct people
anything
— because he is
either way,”
Llewellyn said. “They come to us proud of it.
“I’m glad of who I am. I’m glad
and say they have an American
name and tell us that name. We of my name,” Luo said. “I don’t
call them by that, and if they come need to change my identity or
and they don’t, we call them by my name so that I can be myself
out there. My name was given to
whatever they tell us.”
Yuzhen Luo, a junior from me and that’s what I’m gonna go
China majoring in mechanical with.”
Luo said the problem with
engineering, said while university
policy does not drive Asian stu- using an English name is it sacridents to adopt English names, it is fices an individual’s original self.
“There is a saying in Chinese...
because of domestic students they
which translates to ‘When you’re
do so.
“They don’t force us to get an walking out there, you don’t
English name,” Luo said. “But on change your name, and when
the other hand, it’s rather us who you’re seated on a chair or on a
thinks we should get an English table, you don’t change your
name for your convenience surname,’” Luo said. “And the

“

”

explanation behind that is that
you are given a name, and these
names have meanings. These
names, they come from historic
backgrounds. They come with a
history. So that name that’s given
to you is dedicated to you for a
reason.”
Luo said despite this, he does
not think it is wrong to adopt an
English name as long as it is done
for the right reasons. He said if an
American adopts a Chinese name
while visiting China, it would
make the person feel like he or she
belongs to a bigger family.
“So take that concept, same
thing, we apply when international students come to the States,”
Luo said. “They want to have the
English names so that they can
also feel like part of you guys.”
Luo said the wrong reason to
adopt an English name would be
if it were just a label to make it easier for Americans to pronounce.
Lam said one of the reasons
she thinks Asian students adopt
English names is because they
think it is cool to do so.
“It’s kind of like how when
Westerners buy shirts with
Japanese/Chinese characters on
them thinking it’s awesome but
not knowing what it means,” Lam
said. “For example, there are some
shirts with the character ‘water’
on them. Why would an Asian
person wear a shirt with water on
it (or vice versa with a Westerner
— you don’t just see ‘water’ spelt
out in English and worn here)?”
— topherwriter@gmail.com
Twitter: @ChrisCampbell02

CAAS brings agriculture to campus
4By Kaitlin Blue
staff writer

This week has been the College
of Agriculture and Applied
Sciences (or CAAS) week. CAAS
has hosted events and advertised
its college throughout week.
Monday it had the Opportunity
Expo on the Taggart Student
Center Patio and the Quad. Later
that night it held the Recycled
Fashion Show. The fashion show
consisted of clothes made out of
many types of material. Baby animals were brought to campus for
students to see and pet earlier in
the day.
Tuesday was titled “The Magic
of Food and Fitness.” The events
were a cooking competition that
was held in The Hub in the basement of the TSC and that evening
there was the zumba, music and a
magician in the TSC Ballroom.
Wednesday CAAS held its
“Day on the Patio” on the TSC
Patio and that evening there was
an open invite to Crystal Hot
Springs; a free event for all students.
CAAS will have their research
symposium in the TSC Lounge at
noon Thursday with an awards
and honors banquet starting at
5:30 p.m. by invitation only.
Friday is National Parking
Day in the USU parking lots. The
parking lots will temporarily be

Kylee Larsen photo
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND APPLIED SCIENCE hosted its Day on the Patio
on Wednesday.

transformed in to public parks.
The goal is to draw attention to
the need for more open spaces.
CAAS will also be having its
tractor parade at noon; it will
proceed down Aggie Boulevard.
Friday night will be the Harvest
Moon Dance from 8-11 PM in
the TSC Ballroom to celebrate

the beginning of fall. There will
be country swing, hip hop and
modern dance opportunities.
Instructors will be available from
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
CAAS was founded in 1888
as The Agricultural College of
Utah. CAAS is the home of 66
undergraduate and graduate

Funding
From Page 1

Riley Densley photo
RESEARCHERS USE SPIDER SILK in professor Randy Lewis’
“Spider Goat” research. The project is one of the more popular projects at the university.

dollars a year by itself. That
institute is just really exciting
because what we essentially do
is help manage and guide and
encourage the training for the
state.”
The offices host trainings
in the evenings for child care
providers which help lower the
stress of those providers.
“I had thought that it was
too much for the providers
to come to training at night,”
Austin said. “Come to find out
they love it. If you hold it, they
come.”
Austin’s work provides new
techniques for child care providers based on things such
as socioeconomic diversity.
However Austin says her extensive research doesn’t burden
her.
“I don’t even like to say that

programs, including production, agriculture, business, food
science, landscape design and
aviation. The college focuses on
turning theories in to a practice
and they offer hands-on learning
for every major.
— kaitblue@yahoo.com
I’m coming to work, because
I don’t work, I play and I’ve
played for the last 33 years,”
Austin said. “It’s just so much
fun to be with the students,
with graduate students and
then also have that luxury of
working around my research.”
The sum of research funding
is a point of pride for the university this year. Mark McLellan,
vice president of research,
emphasized the importance of
the funding.
“It allows them to actually
perform their work,” McLellan
said. “Without that funding
they are really greatly hampered
in terms of executing projects
and getting things done. It’s
very important to us that our
faculty continue to see this kind
of success. And it’s very rewarding to have a sponsor recognize
you and your research as something important to them that
they want to sponsor.”
— dahdahjm@gmail.com
Twitter: @dahdahUSU
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CAAS week hosts literally magical event
‘The Magic of Food and Fitness’ spotlights nutrition major with Zumba, cooking competition and magician
4By Noelle Johansen
& Katie Lambert

cided to get a little more serious about it. I started taking
lessons with Richard Hatch,
features editorial board
started competing, started
actually performing.”
There was no mystery to
That’s when Porter found
the College of Agriculture his signature angle of magic.
and Applied Sciences’ Nu“I started realizing that evtrition event, “The Magic of ery magician has to have their
Food and Fitness” on Tues- thing,” Porter said. “I kind of
day. There was magic, food mixed it with another passion
and, that’s right, fitness.
of mine which is anything
“For CAAS week they try medieval basically. I started
to have a day for every major, performing medieval magwhich isn’t really possible be- ic, which through weirdness
cause there are so many ma- evolved itself into steampunk
jors,” said Meghan Graham, magic and now I just do nora sophomore in nutrition sci- mal magic, if there’s such a
ence and social event planner thing.”
for CAAS. “Today is nutrition
Considering himself a clasday, so that’s why we had sic magician, Porter performs
the cooking
illusions
competition
such as
Jason Porter
earlier. It’s
card roumagician
kind of like
tines and
nutrition
linking
mixed with
rings.
health
so
“ J u s t
that’s why
about evwe have the
ery trick
Zumba, and
that was
then
the
performed
magician is
before the
kind of just
year 1600,
for
enterwhich is
tainment.”
a bizarre
Graham
thing to
said the masay, but
gician was
that’s
a popular
what my
attraction
focus of
at last year’s
study has
CAAS event.
been,” he
“We just
said.
w a n t e d
Porter
somebody
said his fathat would
vorite part
entertain
of
pereverybody and make it magi- forming magic is the reaction
cal,” she said.
of his audience.
Magician Jason Porter has
“I like seeing people’s refour years of experience in action when you completely
making things magical. He break their concept of how
said a good friend was last reality works,” he said. “You
year’s CAAS week magician can see in their mind that
and Porter became involved they cannot figure out that
with the event through his there is no logical way you just
mentor in magic, Richard did what you just did. It kind
Hatch, who was contacted by of brings them out of reality,
CAAS week program coordi- even for just a moment ... lets
nators. Porter said he wanted them escape it for a second, in
to be a magician from a young a safe way.”
age.
Rachel Farmer, vice pres“I’ve been interested since ident of community service
I was a little kid,” Porter said. for CAAS and a junior in fam“You know, every kid sees ily and consumer sciences,
a cool magician doing cool said having a magician helped
things on TV and decides tie the food and fitness facets
that’s what they’ve got to do.” together to complete the title
It was not until recently of the event.
that he made a profession out
“We had the food competition earlier today which was
of it.
“I kind of fell in and out really fun, and they hired a
of it a lot,” Porter said. “Over Zumba instructor for the fitthe last four years or so, I de- ness aspect of the theme for

“

I like seeing
people’s reaction when you
completely break
their concept
of how reality
works. ... It kind
of brings them
out of reality,
even just for a
moment.

the day,” Farmer said. “I think
the magician is another side,
a fun source for entertainment.”
Dining Services sponsored
the cooking competition and
donated a two-block meal
plan to every participant and
a ten-block meal plan to the
winner, Heidi Bringhurst, a
senior in dietetics, who prepared zucchini crisp. All entries were desserts.
“This year they changed it
to just desserts,” said Daniel
Taylor, a junior in management information systems.
“It was a salad or a dessert,
but I was the only one that
would’ve made a salad and
I would’ve won and so they
didn’t want that, so they just
did desserts.”
After witnessing the competition last year, Taylor said
he got enthusiastic about
cooking and decided to compete this year.
“I cooked a fruit cocktail
float made with graham
crackers, sweetened condensed milk and fruit cock

jSee MAGIC, Page 4
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Photos courtesy of Kelsey Richardson

ZUMBA AND MAGIC TRICKS ATTRACTED STUDENTS of all majors to “The Magic of Food and Fitness” event hosted by the
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences on Tuesday in the TSC Ballroom. Magician Jason Porter performs an illusion involving playing cards
(top) while students follow along to a Zumba instructor (bottom).

Picture book lends fresh perspective
Imagine for a minute that all your
friends are dead, that you are walking
closer and closer to the eternal darkness
of death. Depressing, isn’t it? Well, if you
think about it, that’s how the dinosaurs
feel; that’s how our grandparents feel;
that’s how every single one of us will feel
at some point.
Here’s the uplifting part: we will all feel
like this. Yes, it’s a sad reality, but it’s impending and we can’t stop it. So, what do
we do? Some people might turn to religion, others to friends and family, some to
the pursuit of experiences. However you
decide to handle the fact that everything
we know as “life” will end, there might be
some comfort in knowing that everyone
will feel that with you.
Jory John and Avery Monsen approached this subject in their dark comedy “All My Friends Are Dead.” You can
read through this picture book in about
15 minutes and feel nearly every range
of emotion. As you start flipping the
pages, the first being a cartoon drawing
of a brontosaurus saying “All my friends
are dead,” you can feel the angst and

Mikayla Kapp photo

anxiety from knowing the brevity of life. A
few pages later, after the elderly gentleman
who in that moment finds that right now all
his friends have died, the
book throws you off a little with a pathetic-looking
Kasey
milk jug who mourns, “All
my friends expired on Tuesday.” The turn to comical
is almost whiplash-causing.
It continues with more hilariously satirical forms of
death. By the end, your
opinion has changed.
Yes, this life is short. Yes,
we might wish we’d done
more up to this point. Yes,
death will happen and we
can’t do anything about
it. Though now these
thoughts are coupled with
an intense hope for the future, a drive to
make the most out of the time that we
have and a determination to accomplish
our dreams. What better way to get absolutely cranked on life than to stare it in the
face and say “Bring it. I will own you.” An

acknowledgment of death may be just the
push one needs to move into the next phase
of life.
When you put things in
such a black-and-white, lifeand-death point of view, it
Van Dyke brings that low score on a
quiz, that girl who dumped
you or that boot on your
car because you forgot
to pay those three years
Good
of parking tickets at USU
Reads
into perspective. Maybe
none of your friends are
dead. Maybe some of your
friends are dead. But you
are not dead.
			
— Kasey
Van Dyke is a five-year
sophomore because she
can’t just make up her
mind about a major. Currently she wants to
do space things in the future and is studying physics. That may change next week.
She enjoys Diet Coke and South Park. Send
questions and comments kaseyvandyke2@
gmail.com.

AggieLife
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‘Speed-Faithing’ panelists speak out about beliefs

Mikayla Kapp photo
MEMBERS OF VARIOUS FAITHS ANSWER QUESTIONS during the “Speed-Faithing” event hosted by the USU Interfaith Initiative. Some
faiths represented with the panel included Islam, LDS, Buddhism and non-denominational Christianity.

Magic
From Page 3

tail,” he said. “It’s actually a Christmas dish in the
Philippines.”
Taylor said he learned the recipe while serving
an LDS mission in the Pacific island.
“When you eat three meals of rice a day, there’s
some pretty good tasting sweets, and it’s really
easy to make. You cook with what you have.”
The fruit cocktail float was an upgrade from his
first cooking experience, Taylor said.
“My first meal in the Philippines, my first week,
we went to buy groceries,” he said. “They asked
me what I wanted to buy and I bought tomatoes
and eggs. They asked me what I wanted to make
with tomatoes and eggs and I said I don’t know.
That was the lowest. I’ve improved a lot since
then. ... I specialize in tropical dishes, rice-based
meals.”
At the time of this interview, the competition
results were not yet announced, but Taylor remained positive.
“I didn’t see all the other entries,” he said. “I’m
not sure if I’m the only guy. Everyone else I’ve
seen so far is female, but it’s fine.”
The cooking competition took place in the
Hub. Three judges, including a professional chef,
sampled and rated the entries, Graham said.
In addition to the competition and magician, a
Zumba instructor held a free session and CAAS
clubs set up booths in the TSC Ballroom.
“It’s kind of like day on the Quad,” Graham
said. “I think the biggest point of CAAS week is
the College of Agriculture wants retention,” Graham said. “They want to keep their students interested in the College of Agriculture and they also
want to interest students of other colleges. They
want students to have fun, too.”

— noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu,
katherine.l.larsen@gmail.com

Hookah smoking hot trend, clouded by health concerns
4By Lizzie Johnson

The Dallas Morning News (MCT)

DALLAS — Clouds of sickly
sweet blackberry smoke are billowing out of Isaac Doss’ mouth.
He takes a long draw from the
bubbling hookah and passes the
pipe to Kara Brick.
They are sprawled on cushioned wicker chairs on the patio
at Kush, a hookah bar on Greenville Avenue in Dallas. It’s a muggy Thursday and the two are celebrating the return of Kara’s sister,
Savannah Brick, from an au pair
job in Europe.
“This is kind of cheating,”
Kara Brick, 28, says. “We are
all ex-smokers. With cigarettes,
you really have to push through
smoking it the first time. They
taste terrible and smell terrible.
Hookah is actually enjoyable.
This has a social feel and is something we can do together.”
Hookah bars are a relaxed
gathering place for customers to
socialize as they smoke tobacco
through water pipes. Nearly one
in five U.S. students smoked hookah in the last year, according to

a study published in the journal
Pediatrics. About 10 businesses
sell hookah within a five-mile radius of the University of Texas at
Dallas.
But hookah, which comes with
few warning labels or health notices, can be more dangerous
than smoking cigarettes. A study
funded by the National Institutes
of Health notes that a single hookah session delivers 1.7 times the
nicotine, 6.5 times the carbon
monoxide and 46.4 times the tar
of a single cigarette.
“There is no reason to believe
that a water pipe is less dangerous
than a cigarette,” says Dr. Thomas Eissenberg, a Virginia Commonwealth University professor
who has conducted numerous
studies on water pipe smoking.
“In fact, depending on some of
the toxins, there is reason to believe it is more dangerous.”
Doss, 25, smoked hookah regularly at the University of the
Ozarks in Clarksville, Ark., without realizing the health risks.
“I was 18 the first time I
smoked,” he says. “I smoked every weekend. I never considered
how bad it would be for me. Now
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I smoke occasionally enough that
it really can’t affect me. It’s something I consider before I go to the
hookah bar.”
Eissenberg says many young
people do not realize they are inhaling tobacco, charcoal smoke
and other carcinogens with each

breath.
“The problem is, if you go into
a water pipe bar and look at the
pipe you are being served, there is
nothing on that pipe or on the tobacco or in that charcoal that tells
you it’s dangerous,” Eissenberg
says. “I have gotten this outlook

from kids: ‘It doesn’t say it’s dangerous, so it must be safe.’”		
Hookah smoke is known to contain higher levels of lead, nickel
and arsenic, 36 times more tar
and 15 times more carbon monoxide than cigarettes, research in
the Journal of Cancer Epidemi-

ology, Biomarkers & Prevention
shows.
This is because smoking a hookah requires taking harder and
longer drags, increasing the levels
of inhaled carcinogens and nicotine in the lungs.
“When they take a puff, the
smoke is very cool and the draw
resistance is very low, so it is easy
to inhale and it tastes good,”
Eissenberg says. “They take dramatically larger puffs, about 500
milliliters per puff. We are talking
about an entire cigarette’s worth
of smoke in a single puff.”
The longer the hookah session,
the more nicotine and toxins a
person takes in.
“If you aren’t a cigarette smoker because you know cigarettes
are dangerous and lethal, then
there is absolutely no reason to
be smoking a water pipe and every reason to avoid it for the same
reason,” he says. “Water pipe
smoking will kill you also.”
— (c)2014 The Dallas Morning
News. Visit The Dallas Morning
News at www.dallasnews.com
Distributed by MCT Information
Services
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Aggies swept by unbeaten Utah at home
4By Logan Jones
sports editor

There would be no lighting the A blue
Wednesday night, as Utah State volleyball
fell in three sets to the University of Utah.
The Utes continued their undefeated
streak in dominant fashion, now 10-0 on
the season. The Aggies fall to 4-6, with
Mountain West play just one week away.
“We were not good and they were really
good, and we allowed them to be good,”
said head coach Grayson DuBose. “It was
real disappointing. I hope everybody will
keep coming back out, we’re going to be
better, we’re going to figure out how to be
better. It’s a nice crowd and we didn’t perform. It’s disappointing.”
The Aggies fell behind early, dropping
the first set 25-21 despite five kills from
sophomore outside hitter Kaylie Kamalu
and another three from senior hitter Rachel Orr. The Utes benefitted from a balanced attack, with four players notching
at least three kills in the first set. USU kept
it close before a 5-2 run put the visiting
Utes up 21-16, too much for the Aggies to
recover from.
Utah ended with three separate players recording seven kills each and senior
Chelsey Schofield leading all players on
the night with 15.
The Aggies were unable to defend
against the Utah attack through all three
sets, as the Utes finished the match with a
.311 attack percentage.
“Our serving was too easy they were

in system all night long just ramming it added that there is certainly room for imdown our throats,” DuBose said. “.311? provement.
“It typically always comes down to
Shoot we didn’t let the #25 team in the
country hit .311 against us, so that part is serve, serve-receive I think,” DuBose said.
“Winning and losing comes down to that
a little frustrating for me right now.”
USU put up a fight in the second set, but stuff and we did not serve well. I don’t
the result was the same. Despite eight tie think we received serves well either.”
USU’s schedule doesn’t get any easiscores and two lead changes, Utah took
er, as the #8 Colorado State Rams open
set two 25-23 and
conference play for the
placing the Aggies in
Thursday in the
an 0-2 hole headed
Grayson DuBose Aggies
Wayne Estes Center.
into the break.
head coach
“Colorado
State
The Aggies lost set
that’ll
be
a
lot
of
fun,
three 25-19. Kamalu
I’m
excited,”
DuBose
finished the match
said. “You know I hawith a team-high 14
ven’t watched much
kills.
video on them but tra“Kaylie
Kamalu
ditionally they’re just
had a nice night, she’s
big. They’re very skilled,
playing well so that
they’re well-coached
was nice,” DuBose
and they’re very expesaid. “It’s just hard for
rienced so I don’t think
me right now to say
much phases them.”
anything super positive I
With the matchup against the Rams
just wasn’t happy with anything.”
looming, DuBose hopes to get his team
The USU Hurd student section attend- back on track in time to make a serious
ed the game dressed in Blue for the annu- impact in conference play this season.
al “Blue-Out” match, but the night would
“Maybe they put some extra pressure
belong to the Utes.
on themselves being at home, I don’t
“You know it was great, a bunch of peo- know,” DuBose said. “We never did last
ple came out,” DuBose said. “I hope they year. This is an experienced team and we
enjoy volleyball because Utah put on a didn’t play like it tonight.”
nice show.”
Kylee Larsen photo
Utah State has a week to before begin— logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
ning conference play Thursday, and with
Twitter: @logantj SENIOR HITTER RACHEL ORR hits a ball Wednesday against the
University of Utah. The Utes won in straight sets to remain undefeated.
a goal to win the conference, DuBose

“

We were not
good and they
were really good,
and we allowed
them to be good.

”

MLB Wild Card race intensifies

Photo courtesy of MCT

4By Sean Cassity
staff writer

There are less than two weeks
to go in the MLB regular season
and wild-card races are coming
down to the wire.
If the season ended today, the

Oakland Athletics and Kansas
City Royals would be the two
wild-card teams out of the American League. The San Francisco
Giants and Pittsburgh Pirates
would be the two out of the National League. The six divisional
leaders are the Baltimore Orioles,

Anaheim Angels and Detroit Tigers from the AL, the Washington
Nationals, St. Louis Cardinals
and Los Angeles Dodgers from
the NL.
In the American League, the
Athletics lead the Royals by just
one game, and the Seattle Mari-

ners are only a game behind the
Royals. The Mariners, being on
the outside looking in right now,
also have the most difficult remaining schedule out of the three
teams. Some say it will be an uphill battle for them to fight back
to try and make it to that Wild
Card game.
However two weeks leaves a
lot of time for change in Major
League Baseball. In the American
League no team has a clear lead to
take the wild card.
“The A’s had a chance to
strengthen their grip on the
wild card but were frustrated by
the Rangers, 6-3, in Oakland,”
said Lyle Spencer of MLB.com.
“Pounding the Angels 13-2 in
Anaheim, the Mariners edged
within one game of the Royals
and two of the A’s in the Wild
Card chase.”
In the National League, the
Giants sit with a 2 1/2 game
lead over the Pirates who are in
second. The Milwaukee Brewers
are then only a game and a half
behind the Pirates for that second wild-card spot. Even though
the Brewers are on the outside
looking in, they control their own
destiny because their remaining
games include games against the
Cardinals, Pirates and Reds.
“Given the marathon nature of
Major League Baseball, one could
see this coming since the

jSee RACE, Page 6

First-timer shares keys
for fantasy football success
their gym buddies that they
“still got game.” I was wrong;
I was so wrong. The FFL will
Show delight the viewer with every
game coming through your
me
cable box, making even a
the
between the Raiders
Scots- game
and the Jags a nail biter — beman
lieve it or not.
To a newcomer of the FFL,
like I was this year, the whole
process might appear a little
confusing or complicated.
It really boils down to three
steps: Draft, Smack and Play.
Follow these three steps, and
Football never gets old. That’s
nearly a scientific fact. When it’s domination will rain down upon
not Sunday, Monday, or Thurs- your workplace boss or coolday night, what else is a televi- er-than-usual graduate teacher
sion good for? The only reason like brimstone from Hades. Rewe buy 80-inch screens is to ally, anyone can play, and there
are plenty of free leagues to join
grant ourselves a full 1080-pixor create. Here’s how:
el checkup on Aaron Rodgers’ scruff, Tom Brady’s tears Draft — There are anywhere
or whether Colin Kaepernick from four to 14 people to a
brushed his teeth that morning. league with a single commisBottom line, America loves sioner, who is in charge of makfootball, but when it’s the mid- ing the league run smoothly.
dle of the week and Sports Cen- My commissioner for this year’s
ter is stuck with replay after re- league pulled our 10 names from
play, what’s the cure? For me, it’s a hat in random order; whoever
the FFL, or the Fantasy Football gets the best draft number gets
to pick who they want on their
League.
I always envisioned Fantasy team before everyone else. Once
Football as something old high
school has-beens did to prove to jSee FANTASY, Page 6

Brad Ferguson
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Fantasy
From Page 5
we’ve gone through all 10 participants, round after round of drafting will repeat until everyone has
their full team roster.
Tips for drafting: pay attention
to timing. You only get a certain
amount of time to pick who you
want on your team before it moves
on to the next person in line. If
you don’t make your pick in time,
you will get “Auto-drafted”. This is
when the next best undrafted player is automatically signed to your
team, with or without your permission. Leave it up to auto-drafting,
and you may get stuck with Tony
Romo as your starting QB.
Smack — The Seahawks and the
49ers never started their rivalry
with “please” and “thank you,” just
like America never settled its independence from the UK by having
a garden party brunch. When you
get the player you really like, let everyone else know about it. When
you’re up against your old supervi-

sor from work in a weekly matchup, tell it to his face, through Facebook chat, a well thought out text,
that your team’s domination will
make him cry like a schoolgirl who
just broke up with her third-grade
boyfriend. Polite or friendly teams
rarely make history.
Tips for Smack Talk: you can
most definitely go too far. Never
make someone in the league truly
question his or her own gender.
Never make jest at another person’s injured players — this brings
bad juju. Most importantly, never
bring another person’s mother into
smack talk. This brings a mother’s
wrath — because she’s probably in
your FFL.
Play — This is when the action
beings. You have no control over
this last step. Before your team is
locked, make sure you don’t have
any starters on a bye week. This
means you would be counting their
points, but their team isn’t even
playing this week. This will make
you sad. Any FFL software, whether
you go through ESPN, YAHOO or
the official NFL app, they will give
you a “projected score” for each
player, and total it up for your team.
Even though Calvin Johnson is pro-

jected to score 24 points against
the Dolphins, he may only get
eight. This will also make you sad.
Though there are different ways
to score points, according to what
position they play, sometimes they
simply disappoint you, kind of like
Leonardo DiCaprio when it comes
to winning an Oscar.
Tips for Play: stay calm. Your
team is locked. You’ve done your
best to trade players. You must now
leave it in the hands of the professionals. Though they may be playing in Green Bay, they can actually
hear you through the TV screen, so
keep up the yelling — it helps. Most
importantly, don’t put anyone on
your active roster who is prone to
any kind of civil dispute, domestic
violence or yelling profane memes
from table tops. They’ll most likely
be kicked off their team within one
to seven months from Commissioner Goodell, and that will make
you sad.
— Brad Ferguson is a Junior studying aviation technology — professional pilot; he enjoys McDoubles, heckling and watching cat gifs. Contact
Brad via email at brad.ferguson76@
gmail.com or Twitter @Bradferg47.

Aggie football beats Wake Forest
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Race
From Page 5
2014 schedule was released more
than a year ago,” said Adam McCalvy of MLB.com. “One way or
another, either as a postseason
contender or playing spoiler,
the Brewers’ 10-day, nine-game
swing through St. Louis, Pittsburgh and Cincinnati would be
packed with meaningful games.”
The MLB changed its rules in
2012 to make it so that two wild-

card teams are in the playoffs,
instead of one. This rule change
gives hope for more teams to
make the playoffs.
“This change increases the rewards of a division championship and allows two additional
markets to experience playoff
baseball each year,” said Bud
Selig, former commissioner of
Major League Baseball.
According to the new rule, the
team that finishes first in the
wild-card race will host the team
that finished second. They will
play one ‘win or go home’ game,
and the winner of that game

State your case:

Should Roger Goodell still be the NFL commissioner?

NO YES
4By Logan Jones

4By Taylor Orton

LAST WEEK’S WINNER

NEW CHALLENGER

The NFL has a problem. Without explicit
footage, the Ray Rice
incident may have
registered as a mere
blip on the police
blotter, as so many
other crimes committed by NFL players
have done. But even
with access to the
tape, NFL commissioner Roger Goodell
has displayed everything wrong with the
current culture in professional sports in just
two short weeks.
Inconsistency is enough to get on the
nerves of sports fans, but to tick off sponsors like Nike and Anheuser-Busch? That
takes a whole new degree of incompetence.
Goodell oversees a league that has, until
now, ignored social issues with almost no
consequences. Of course, Goodell being
disliked isn’t grounds for expulsion from a
business enterprise as profitable as the NFL.
Hurting the wallets of league owners,
however, is exactly what it takes to get
people calling his leadership into question.
Franchise owners aren’t so much sports fans
as they are businessmen, and Goodell’s failure to properly handle the past two weeks
of domestic violence and child abuse has
major sponsors — and therefore, team owners — worried about their bottom line.
With unhappy owners potentially losing billion-dollar sponsorships over Goodell’s poor
decision-making and the even greater problem of failing to take a firm stance against
domestic violence, the commissioner’s days
are numbered.

The issue is not
Roger Goodell, the
issue is domestic violence against women,
and as Grantland
writer Louisa Thomas
puts it, “domestic violence isn’t a football
problem, it’s a societal problem… The real
problem is that infliction of pain is romanticized and ritualized”.
I feel like with the Ray Rice situation the public is putting their focus entirely on the wrong
thing, choosing to zero in on Goodell as if
convinced that getting rid of him will solve all
the NFL’s problems and end world hunger at
the same time. The National Football League
has a long history of athletes acting violent
towards women and it didn’t start in 2006
when Roger Goodell became the commissioner.
The statistics are terrifying; one in four
women will be a victim of domestic violence
in her lifetime and 48 percent of all arrests of
NFL athletes for violent crimes are domestic
violence related. Headhunting Goodell is not
going to make those numbers go down.
At this point there have been judgments
made against Goodell that are based on speculation and I am not going to get into those,
but let me be very clear with where I stand.
Mr. Goodell has been far from perfect, but
do I believe that he should be run out of the
league for how he has handled the problem?
No way. Will societal pressure eventually
force that to happen? Probably, only time will
tell.

sports editor

Kylee Larsen photo
RASHAD HALL STRETCHES OUT to make a catch in the end zone Saturday. Utah
State (2-1) won the game 36-24 against Wake Forest. USU scored two defensive touchowns
in the first half. It was the second home game for the Aggies and USU faithful wore all white
for a white-out effect. After two straight victories Utah State goes on the road this Saturday
to take on Arkansas State (1-2).

Open Streets

Festival
September 23, 2014

3:00-6:00 PM aggie Bull-evard (700 N)

free! . games . activities . Food . giveaways . music . free!
SUSTAINABILITY COUNCIL

CENTER FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
AND SERVICE LEARNING

goes moves on to the next round.
Selig calls the MLB “the most
exclusive postseason in professional sports.” Having only 8
teams play in the postseason in
Major League Baseball out of 30
teams, the MLB truly does have
the most exclusive post-season
of any other major American
sport. The NBA and NHL have
16 teams out of 30 make the
postseason. In the NFL 12 out
of 32 teams compete in the playoffs.
— sean.b.cassity@aggiemail.
usu.edu
Twitter: @seancassity1

staff writer
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Our View: Shame on the
NFL for ignoring problems
in, then posted bail to get out of is a prominent athlete. That canjail. Initially the Vikings took him not be permitted to happen.”
The Vikings have deferred
off the field. However, when
Monday rolled around, the Vi- punishment of Peterson to the
kings re-instated him.
legal system. On multiple oc“Take him off the field. We’re casions in the past the Vikings
in a climate right now — I don’t have simply released athletes
care what it is — take them off for off-the-field issues such as
the dang gun field,” said Chris domestic violence. Because
Carter, former Viking and an that is the thing about the NFL
ESPN NFL analyst. “Because and its teams — they don’t have
that’s the only thing we real- to defer to legal systems. Its a
ly respect. We don’t respect private business. The Vikings
no women, we don’t respect can release Peterson just like
no kids. ... Take
the Ravens did to
them off the field
Rice. The NFL can
because they reprevent
Peterson
spect that.”
from playing. They
An Editorial Opinion
Radisson sushave that power.
pended its sponSo what is it that
sorships of the Vikings. Nike the NFL is concerned with?
took Peterson jerseys out of Well, we all know. Money. They
stores in Minnesota. Anheus- don’t care about all of the player-Busch said that they are “dis- ers developing mental illnesses,
appointed” and “concerned” they don’t care about the black
with how the NFL has handled eyes on players’ wives and they
these instances. We should don’t care about the bleeding
all be concerned, especially if of the players’ kids. What they
Peterson plays and if the NFL care about is the fans buying jerPlayers Association wins their seys of criminals, sponsors gushappeal to get Rice back on the ing money to put above players.
Yes, there have been a cluster
field.
“This travesty of justice,” of incidents, but we should not
said Keith Olbermann an ESPN write those off as coincidental.
Analyst. “This blind eye being The NFL needs to take a stance
turned to a man who bloodied on social and human issues,
at least two of his own children, rather than concealing videos.
“Are we supposed to simply
a blind eye turned because he
separate a violent game
on the field from violent acts off the field?”
Storm said. “And if we
do what message does
that send?”
Storm asks a
good question. What
message does that
send? What is Goodell
saying by allowing Peterson to play, hiding the
Rice video?
What we are
hearing is that the $44
million he made last year
is more important than
the safety of wives and
children of NFL players,
and that is concerning.

Our View

4By Jennifer Shepherd
The Lipstick Mystic (MCT)

Aries: March 21 - April 19
You’ll be in a good mood as
Mars lifts your spirits. You’ll
be the life of the party as you
attend various social events.
You’ll make your honey giggle at home as you fire jokes
at him or her. Share positive
energy with people who
need it.
Taurus: April 20 - May 20
The sun is encouraging you
to speak up. If you’re attracted to someone, stop waiting
around and expecting the
other person to do something
about it. Take action and let
your feelings be known. You
never know, it could pay off.
Gemini: May 21 - June 21
This is a great time to focus
on self-improvement. You
might want to explore selfhelp techniques so you can
maintain a positive attitude.
Or you could start an exercise regimen to get into
better shape. Venus says do
something just for you.
Cancer: June 22 - July 22
You’re coming up with a
winning plan as the moon increases
your brainpower. You’ll figure
out a way to improve your
finances, fix your health, or
heal your relationships. Take
action on these progressive
ideas and watch good things
happen.
Leo: July 23 - Aug. 22
Jupiter is stirring up some
personal drama. You could
discover that someone you
trusted has been working behind your back. Or you might
find out that a family member
has been lying about something. Don’t let yourself get
drawn into negativity.
Virgo: Aug. 23 - Sept. 22
You could be going back and
forth about a relationship,
trying to figure out if it’s right
for you. The moon is encouraging you to keep exploring.
Get an opinion from someone outside the situation if
you need some extra input.
Libra: Sept. 23 - Oct. 23
Several people might be attracted to you at the same
time. You’ll have to decide
whether to date them all or

remain exclusive with just
one person. Mercury is encouraging you to connect
with new people, even if you
simply become friends with
them.
Scorpio: Oct. 24 - Nov. 2
Don’t get caught up in pointless melodrama, even if people around you are acting
crazy just now. Saturn is reminding you that you need
to remain centered instead
of engaging in gossip, silly
arguments, or interpersonal
chaos.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 - Dec.
21
You could hear from a friend
or dating partner you haven’t
spoken with for a while. Mars
is putting you in a “forgive
and forget” frame of mind,
so it will probably be okay to
speak with this person. Try to
put the past behind you and
let go of old hurts and grievances.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 - Jan.19
The moon opposite your sign
is telling you to slow down.
You’ve been spread a little
thin lately, trying to solve all
the world’s problems, but
you need to take better care
of yourself. Tell your honey
that you need some “you”
time.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Be more attentive to your
honey’s needs this week.
You might be so caught up in
your own concerns that you
neglect to listen to what your
partner is trying to tell you.
The moon is reminding you
to be more empathetic.

Pisces: Feb. 19 - March 20
You’ll find the solution to a
problem that has been plaguing your relationship as the
moon enhances your powers
of intuition. Trust your gut instincts and act on any insights
that come to you. Soon you
and your honey will be getting along better than ever.

– Jennifer Shepherd, the Lipstick Mystic®, is an astrologer and syndicated columnist
with over 2 million readers.
For mystical fun and psychic
insights visit www.lipstickmystic.com.

• All letters may be shortened,
edited or rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or
volume of similar letters.
• 
No anonymous letters will
be published. Writers must
sign all letters and include
a phone number or e-mail
address as well as a student identification number

(none of which is published).
Letters will not be printed
without this verification.
• Letters can be hand delivered
or mailed to The Statesman
in the TSC, Room 311, or can
be emailed to:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

Opinions on this page (columns,
letters) unless otherwise identified
are not from Utah Statesman staff,
but from a wide variety of members of the campus community
who have strong opinions, just like
you. This is an open forum. Want
to write something? Contact:
statesmaneditor@
aggiemail.usu.edu.
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Cole Benson | CLBtwentyone@gmail.com
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Letters to
the editor

The NFL has seen plenty of offthe-field issues in the last couple
of weeks. The way that both
the organization and individual
teams have handled these cases
of domestic abuse is disgraceful.
Ray Rice’s suspension for
beating his wife was two games
by the NFL. That was before the
video was released of him brutally hitting his then-fiancee and
knocking her out. Following the
release of the video, the Baltimore Ravens released him, and
the NFL suspended him indefinitely. However the hotel where
the incident happened said they
sent the video to the NFL and
the Associated Press reported
that the NFL received the video
during the initial investigation.
So why the backtracking by the
NFL and its commissioner Roger Goodell?
“I spent this week answering
seemingly impossible questions
about the leagues biggest stars,”
said Hannah Storm, ESPN analyst. “’Mom, why did he do that?
Why isn’t he in jail? Why didn’t
he get fired?’ And yesterday,
‘Why don’t they even have control over their own players?’”
Then Adrian Peterson, running back for the Vikings, was
indicted on charges of child
abuse. He even turned himself

Horoscope forecast:
Week of Sept. 18

Editorial Board:
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Logan Jones
Kalen Taylor
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Mariah Noble
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82/49

87/57

Thursday, Sept. 18
•
•

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum exhibit
‘Black Mountain College’ and ‘Relational
Forms’, display Enchanted Modernities
Utah An Der Ruhr exhibit at 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Chase Fine Arts Center 102

•
•
•

Monday
Stormy

Sunday
Stormy

Saturday
Sunny

Friday, Sept. 19
•

74/49

80/51

83/54

Friday
Mostly sunny

Thursday
Mostly sunny
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Saturday, Sept. 20

Nora Eccles Harrison Museum exhibit
‘Black Mountain College’ and ‘Relational
Forms’, display Enchanted Modernities
Utah An Der Ruhr exhibit at 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Chase Fine Arts Center 102
Women’s Soccer game vs. Utah at 4
Uganda Kids Choir at 7 p.m. at Mt. Logan
Middle School

•
•
•

Gardeners’ Market at 9 a.m. at Willow Park
Big Ben Swing Dancing at 7 p.m. in Elite Hall in Hyrum
PoBev at 7 p.m. on the Quad

Monday, Sept. 22
•

Utah An Der Ruhr exhibit at 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Chase Fine Arts Center 102

The Sudoku Source of “The Utah Statesman”.

prizesudoku.com

Play Sudoku and win prizes at:

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

usustatesman.com/events
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Today is Thursday, Sept. 18, 2014. Today’s
issue of The Utah Statesman is published especially for Emma Pressel, a freshman majoring in
international studies from Brighton, Michigan.
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Associate Application Open Houses

HOUSE

Stop in any
time between
10 AM –2 PM
in the
FAMILY LIFE
BUILDING
Computer Lab,
Rm Link201

OPEN

CONTACT
SUSAN HADDOCK
TSC 304
(435) 797-3373
susan.haddock@usu.edu
www.usu.edu/advising

Can’t make it
to an Open
House? Fill out
your Associate
Application at
usu.edu/
registrar

DAY

MONTH

#

YR

M

S EPTEMBER

22

2014

M

O CTOBER

20

2014

M

N OVEMBER

17

2014

W

D ECEMBER

3

2014

W

J ANUARY

14

2015

W

F EBRUARY

11

2015

W

M ARCH

11

2015

W

A PRIL

8

2015

